
 

Lecture 27 March 20 2020

We finally look at anti derivatives
When a function has an
anti derivative we will see that
contour integrals are much
easier to compute

Def Suppose ft is continuous
on a domain D If there

is a function F z that satisfies

f z f z

for all 2 c D then FCA is
an anti derivative of f z

Note 1 Antiderivatives are always
analytic because they have
derivatives



Note 2 If FAI and GAI are
both anti derivatives offlat then

F z G z 0

We have a theorem in Sec 251 that
says that if the derivative of
an analytic function is 0 then
that analytic function must be
constant Therefore

F z GG

must be constant This means
that when a function has an
anti derivative that anti derivative
is unique up to an additive
constant

This is the tc you are
used to from calculus



Theorem Suppose that fG is continuous on

a domain D If any of the following is true
then so are the others

f z has an antiderivative FG on D
for any contour C lying entirely in D
and going from 2 to 72

ft dz Ftz Fz F za FH
we denote this value by Hz de
the integral of fC along any
closed contour lying entirely in D
is 0

Note The theorem doesn't guarantee that
any of these Gold

Proof Not this lecture maybe the
next one



Example 1 Does Hz Ia have an
anti derivative

Solution First of all the question doesn't
make sense without specifying a

domain Since Iza isn't defined
at the origin the largest possible
domain would be

D f So

On this domain we do have an
anti derivative

F z Lz

By the theorem this means that

2 dz 0

for any contour that doesn't pass
through the origin including for
example the unit circle Lang orientation



Example 2 Does ft have an

anti derivative on the domain D of

solution The very first contour integral
we ever did in our second lecture
on contour integration showed that

dz 2 i

when C is the unit circle with
positive orientation This shows
that condition of the theorem
doesn't hold so f z Iz cannot
have an anti derivative on D

But what about log Z Let Fez
denote any branch of log z We
have seen that

f z z log 2

so isn't that an antiderivative



No The problem is the branch cut
which every branch of log z has
Along that ray logCH isn't defined
so it is NOT an antiderivative
of Yz there and hence not an
anti derivative of Iz on the
domain D Cll 901

Example 3 Fix an angle 2 Does
ft Yz have an anti derivative
on the domain D E tei it 03

Solution Yes Once we exclude the
ray reid r o the anti derivative

of fCz Iz is the branch oflog E with that branch cut

Because of this we can still
use anti derivatives to integrate
Iz along the unit circle



Example 4 Let C denote the
right half of theunit circle oriented from i to i

Compote
go d 2

Solution We start by drawing a

PIECE that'isbriigineddon i
all of C will work
including the principal
branch

Log z la ft ti ArgGl
I

where
it a ArgCH IT

Since Log z is an anti derivative ofIz on the domain

re e r 03

we can use part ofthe theorem



this part of the theorem shows that

de Loyal
l titz lull IIA

II

Example 4 Let Ca denote the
left half of the

unit circle oriented from c to i
compote

g dz

Solution Thepictureishere
If we take our branch cut
to be a O we get as our

artiderivative

log z lath tiargCH
where
O a angCH L 2T



Now part of the theorem states that

dz loyal
Leach ti full its
Ii

Example 5 Using the previous two
examples compute the integral ofYz over the unit circle oriented

positively counterclockwise

Solution Let C denote this contour
At the end of our second lecture on

contour integrals we stated that

fft de feftz de t Spfft dz
Since C C t Ca we see that

f c te de f Iz da t fgtz dz
IIT t it 2 T



Example 6 Let C denote any contour
from 2 to 2 that lies above the real
axis except at its endpoints Evaluate

z b de

where Ik is the principal branchof Eb

ft exp ta Lg th where
Loy G latzl ti ArgCH Where
IT Arg ft at

Solution A picture is Aaafo l IWe need to worry 2 2
about the fact that
the principal branch ofZ't is not defined at 2 2

But this is fine we just need the
function we are integrating to be
piecewise continuous



Still the fact that the principal branch
of z isn't defined at z 2
means we need to choose a different
branch if we want to use our

theorem

So take our branch cut to be the
negative complex axis cut along
r e

i 12 t o defining

gCz exp talogth where
logG lintel t i angCH Where
IT L argCa Utz

Now g.CZ is equal to the
hda

principal branch of z'la newct.IE

everywhere except 2 2 where got a
defined but the principal branch of
z n is not As in our third lecture
on contour integrals this won't affect
the answer



Now this branch of z b has an

anti derivative on the domain

D r e
ith i r o

This antiderivative is

GG 3 z 3 exp Z log where
log z lutzl t i ang z where
Igc argcz c 3Iz

Since our contour C lies entirelywithin D our theorem says that

Z adzfogG dz
2

Gta
a

3exp Z ln2 tilt Zzexp3242 01
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